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14 November 2010 

Preacher 

The Reverend Chris Albany 

Rector 

Readings: Isaiah 65.17-25; A Song of Isaiah; 2 Thessalonians 3.6-13; Luke 21.5-19 
 

Christian remembering 
 
The Australian journalist and war historian Charles Bean describes Pozieres Ridge in northern 
France as ''more densely sown with Australian sacrifice than any other place on earth''. The battles 
there in July and August of 1916 took in six weeks as many Australian lives as the entire Gallipoli 
campaign. 

''Imagine a gigantic ash heap,'' Bean wrote, ''a place where dust and rubbish have been cast for years 
outside some dry, derelict, God-forsaken up-country township. Imagine some broken-down creek 
bed in the driest of our dry central Australian districts, abandoned for a generation to the goats, in 
which the hens have been scratching as long as men can remember. Then take away the hens and 
the goats and all traces of any living or moving thing. You must not even leave a spider. Put here, in 
evidence of some old tumbled roof, a few roof beams and tiles sticking edgeways from the ground, 
and the low faded ochre stump of the windmill peeping over the top of the hill, and there you have 
Pozieres.'' 

In an article in yesterday’s Melbourne Age entitled “Our job is to never forget” the Age’s National 
Affairs Editor Tony Wright tells of being present outside Pozieres 17 years ago when  

“A handful of the last remaining Australian veterans of World War I - aged then in their late 90s, a 
couple over 100 - had returned to the battlefields of their youth; this day to attend a ceremony at 
the First Australian Division memorial at Pozieres. 

Most of them sat on folding chairs, rugs over the knees, but one of the old men, a little fellow 
intensely proud that he had been a runner during the Great War (''strong legs'', he'd boast), 
demanded to stand atop the rise on which the memorial perched. Behind him, lawn sloped away, 
and as the ceremony dragged on, he began to tremble. Perhaps this old man had departed for a 
moment from the peaceful surrounds and was seized by the memory July and August of 1916. 

 The village has since been rebuilt, of course, but the memories and the years had worn away at our 
old veteran, and seeking relief for his quivering legs, he shuffled a rearward step. He was about to 
topple back down the slope. Those of us watching had our hearts in our mouths. 

Suddenly, a young Australian soldier standing at attention alongside flung out his arm and wrapped 
the little man in it, holding him upright until the sound of the Last Post signaled the end of 
proceedings. 

I spoke to the young man a few minutes later and said it must have been an emotional moment for 
him, supporting a soldier from another time. 

''Yes,'' he said. ''Particularly because he's my great-grandfather. There won't be any of these old 
blokes left soon. We've got to look after them.'' 

Later, in the night at another of the old battlefield villages of the Western Front, another of the 
ancient veterans whispered instructions to me. 
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''Your job,'' he said, ''is to remind everyone that there is no good in war. We're not celebrating 
anything here. We're just remembering. Don't forget it.'' 

Thursday morning this week at 11 o'clock the Last Post was sounding across the land, in towns and 
cities tiny and large, (as it did down the road at the Sth Hurstville RSL Club memorial) swirling 
around obelisks chiseled with names, mostly men, mostly young, who never came home to plough 
paddocks, teach students, embrace parenthood or work towards a cure for cancer...  It was, of 
course, Remembrance Day. The day we remember the signing of the Armistice to end World War I 
– supposedly the war to end all wars! 

Tony Wright wrote in his article: 

...  (it was)  A long time ago and a long way away, and it seemed hardly surprising that in 2010 on 
the streets of Melbourne, shoppers and office workers hardly paused. 

Remembrance Day, apart from the sale of poppies, has stepped aside for Anzac Day in the last 
decade or so as Australia's most significant memorial to those who served and suffered and those 
lost to war. There is no holiday on Remembrance Day, ...No one left, either, who might have stood 
exhausted on a battlefield in 1918 and learned that finally, all the killing was done. 

A long time ago. 

... 

And now, with soldiers still dying on fields of battle, Australia goes about its business on November 
11 and appalling fools within Vic Roads declaim that its organisation hasn't observed a silence on 
Remembrance Day for years because ''of possible cultural issues and [we] don't wish to cause 
offence''. 

A vastly worse offence might be to discard the memory of a young soldier holding up his great-
grandfather and an old man whispering that it is important people don't forget, and all that those 
little moments represent.” 

 
So yes it is important that we don’t forget – that we remember. As a few did at the RSL memorial 
on Thursday and the members of the sub-branch will do again as they come to the 10 am service 
this morning. 
 
Simon Barrow the co-director of Ekklesia in an article War remembrance and Christian hope 
In Ekklesia, Nov 11, 2008 helpfully asks: 
 
“But what is ‘remembering’ in human and Christian terms? How can we probe beneath the emotion 
and ceremony associated with this poignant public occasion in order to discover (and practice) 
something life-affirming as we recall the tragedy of war?” 
  

How we remember shapes who we are, how we approach life, what we believe to be truly 
important, what we anticipate, and what choices we will feel able to make as we continue our 
journey through the world. If we remember well, we stand a good chance of living happily and 
fruitfully, but if we remember badly we may find ourselves disabled by fear, guilt and anger. (and 
may perpetuate the hurt and pain and suffering through our own violence)  

In terms of Remembrance Day and remembering war it is important that we don’t fall into the trap 
of either celebrating or glorifying it or allowing it to continue to wound us – Both are equally 
destructive. There is something very wise in the old soldier’s comment to Tony Wright, ''Your job,'' 
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he said, ''is to remind everyone that there is no good in war. We're not celebrating anything here. 
We're just remembering. Don't forget it.'' 

 Not for nothing is ‘the healing of memories’ a critical concern for those who have the task, both 
pastoral and psychological, of assisting people traumatised by war, conflict, torture, murder and 
injustice. The extent to which healing is possible when the mind is overrun by terror or dread is a 
difficult matter in itself. Some find it impossible to exorcise what lies buried deep in their psyche; 
others experience relief and restoration. None are able ‘simply to forget’, and for the majority 
‘forgiveness’ – the ability meaningfully to transform the distance between victim and victimizer – 
comes with great difficulty, or not at all.  

To theologize a little for a moment – again with help from Simon Barrow “At the heart of the 
Christian community’s faith, constitution and action is the painful paradox of a violent death 
remembered... the memory of Jesus, his living and dying, is central. The belief in the resurrection, 
the conviction that this death can be weaved substantially into a great pattern of life wrought by 
God, does not remove or excise this memory. Indeed in certain respects it makes it more poignant.”  

 The key point that Barrow makes in his article is that it life that is paramount – the focus of Easter 
faith is always on what is life-giving – not what is death dealing. 

Barrow suggests that in the New Testament accounts of the encounter between the early Christian 
disciples and the Jesus who they came to believe had not been contained or defined by death, there 
is a powerfully transformative image. The Risen Christ retains the marks and scars of crucifixion. 
He does not ‘lose’ them. The resurrection life  Jesus embodies and expresses is not an evasion. It 
does not abolish death and suffering, it transfigures it, placing it into a new context. Every tear may 
be wiped away in God’s future, but that which causes tears of unutterable grief has happened and, 
in some sense or other, remains potently with us. 

Here I want to make the distinction between scars and wounds – life giving remembering has to do 
with scars not wounds. Let me explain – we can remember in a way that is wounding for us and 
others – bitterness, hate seeking of revenge – which inevitably leads to the endless cycles of 
violence which makes one wonder whether Peace is possible? Not only in Israel and Palestine, as 
we will explore in our seminar this afternoon, but also in Nth Ireland, DRC etc;  or one can 
remember in ways that do not gloss over, forget the trauma and the pain and the tragedy but which 
seek to transform it and find a way to reconciliation and healing – e.g. Nelson Mandela and the 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission in Sth Africa; or Aung San Suu Kyi in Myanmar (Burma) 
released overnight from her house arrest, seeking not retributive but restorative justice. So rather 
than wounds there are the scars, the marks to remind us and hopefully help us not continually repeat 
the wounding. 

 Simon Barrow suggests that this is what Eucharistic remembrance and thanksgiving is all about. Its 
essence is not a ritual or a doctrine but a communal invitation to a new way of living in the face of 
death. It is a meal of hope, of the sharing and multiplication of life. It heals our memories. But it 
only makes sense if the wounds we remember – in order not to avoid them, but to understand their 
real depth – belong to the Living One (who was wounded for us), and to the Body (the community 
of human suffering and joy) to which we are united in baptism and so granted a new identity. So the 
wounds are not ever just those of others, but in a real sense they are our wounds too and any 
wounds we might inflict in response we are in effect inflicting on ourselves as well. 

All of this is involved in Christian remembering. And it is of absolutely crucial importance for 
acting Christianly in the arena of war and peace – if we continue to remember and react in a warlike 
way, as much of the world does then, when all is said and done, we are saying we believe most 
deeply in the supremacy of death. Our challenge is to be counter cultural and seek to remember and 
act in ways that lead to life – the life that Jesus offers and calls us to.   
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_______________________ 


